Big (Red) Names

Searching forward, backward, up, down, and diagonally, find 36 famous alumni (last names only, indicated by capital letters)—plus two more not listed. (Hint: each of the bonus names is eight letters long.)

Ruth BADER GINSBURG '54
Sandy BERGER '67
Gary BETTMAN '74
Harold BLOOM '51
Margaret BOURKE-WHITE 1927
Jane BRODY '62
Urie BRONFENBRENNER '38
Pearl BUCK, MA '25
Ken DRYDEN '69
Chuck FEENEY '56
Reggie FISL-AIMÉ '83
Gabrielle GIFFORDS, MRP '97
Robert Trent JONES, Sp Ag '28-'30
C. Everett KOOP, MD '41
Huey LEWIS '72
Jane LYNCH, MFA '84
Bill MAHER '78
Rob MANFRED '80
Barbara MCCINTOCK 1923, PhD 1927
Robert MOOG, PhD '65
Frank MORGAN 1912
Toni MORRISON, MA '55
Drew NIEPORENT '77
Joe NIEUWENDYK '88
Bill NYE '77
Keith OLBERMANN '79
Thomas PYNCHON '59
Christopher REEVE '74
Janet RENO '60
Thelma SCHOOLMAKER '61
Jimmy SMITS, MFA '82
Kate SNOW '91
Kurt VONNEGUT '44
Jay WALKER '77, BS '78
Glenn “Pop” WARNER 1894
Peter YARROW '59